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This was, what we call “the moment of truth.” Jesus was dropping the big question. And he would have 

been sure that his followers had (by then) their own answers. “Who do you say I am?” Each of the 

gospel writers were actually editors who took collections of stories about Jesus, ordered them in 

particular ways, presented them to make certain points. In this, all four gospels are somewhat different. 

This morning let’s just stick with Mark in order to get the full impact of this question.  

 

It’s noteworthy that in Mark’s account of Jesus’ ministry we don’t hear Jesus explaining to people who 

he is. By Mark’s account Jesus left that up to people to figure out and decide on their own. In the first 

half of the gospel—for the most part—we see Jesus wandering the countryside teaching about the 

Kingdom of God. We also see Jesus perform miracles. The miracles would lead people to suspect—

perhaps even believe—that Jesus had some special connection with God, and that would give greater 

credibility and authority to the message he was proclaiming. The summary of his message is found in the 

first chapter: “The time is fulfilled and the Kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe in the 

Good News (1:15). Anyone can say that, but if a miracle worker says it one may find it something to 

think deeply about.  

 

And people were forming their own opinions about Jesus. Early on in Jesus’ home town many people 

couldn’t see past the Jesus they remembered as a kid.  "Isn't this the carpenter's son... Mary's boy?"  

Consequently they dismissed Jesus and his teachings, and their lack of belief surprised Jesus. Then there 

were the religious teachers. Many were upset by Jesus’ apparent disregard for the Hebraic law (although 

some Pharisees did follow Jesus). Others clamoured after Jesus hoping to get their own personal 

miracle. Different people were drawing  their own conclusions. And in Mark’s accounting of Jesus’ 

ministry, it kind’a looks like that was what Jesus intended. Let the teachings to stand for themselves, for 

the miraculous acts to speak for him…and then, when it came to people’s beliefs about him, let the 

chips fall where they may. 

 

Until this moment. “Who do you say I am?” What do you believe about me? The 12 apostles had seen it 

all, heard it all. Now Jesus was asking them: OK, so what is your conclusion? Peter’s simple, short answer 

was a dramatic statement of faith. He watched, he listened, and drew the most consequential 

conclusion for a Jew to make. In that four word confession Peter was saying: you are the one we have 

been waiting for for 800 years; you are the one who will be our savior; you are the one who will bring in 

the age to come and help unfold the Kingdom of God in new ways. And if Jesus was the Messiah and all 



this was true, then the implications for Peter—and his life from that moment on—were overwhelming. 

If Jesus was the Messiah then everything for Peter…for everybody…was going to change.  

 

As I thought about this passage this week, it occurred to me for the first time that this pattern we find in 

Mark’s gospel leading up to this moment is still the same pattern for us today, really. What people had 

in Jesus’ day were stories of Jesus’ life, accounts of his teachings, perhaps a personal experience with 

Jesus. All these things implied a question, “what do I make of this?” In Jesus’ day, some said “he’s Mary’s 

boy”, “he’s a heretic that breaks the law” “he’s a superstar miracle worker”, and for some “he’s the son 

of God.” And then, each answer implies a consequence: dismiss him, crucify him, chase after him 

because maybe he will heal you…or stand in awe of him, follow him, serve him, live like him. Today we 

too have the same stories, can read about the same teachings, and what we make of them prompts 

consequences: from dismissing him on the one hand right through to being a devoted follower. 

 

Now, we could spend time this morning thinking about what different people in our society think about 

Jesus, and in his time Jesus was interested in that. He asked his followers “We’ve been doing this now 

for a few months. Who do the people say I am?” But then Jesus asked the central question: “but who do 

you say I am?” I’d love to know how the apostles reacted to that question, being put on the spot right 

then and there. Did they hesitate? Were they nervous? Unsure? Were most inclined to sit and say 

nothing?  

 

What’s our answer, today? What’s our real, honest answer? Because our real, honest answer has 

implications and shapes how we approach faith. 

 

For us as people of faith our answer changes over time. For example, our answer was probably different 

when we were children compared to today. Here are two classic preachers’ jokes about that. A minister 

asked a young lad during the children’s time “who is Jesus?” The boy responded, “he’s the person my 

dad talks to when he’s hurt himself.”  Or how about this one. A young girl one Sunday went to her aunt’s 

church for worship rather than to the church she normally attended with her parents. Afterwards, the 

aunt asked “so what did you learn today at church?” The girl responded, “Well, I’ve always known that 

God was Presbyterian, but until today I never knew that Jesus was a Baptist.”   

 

As we get older our answers can change. But sometimes the answers we develop can actually be 

unhelpful. Several years ago a woman I knew was diagnosed as being in the early stages of Alzheimer’s, 

and I went to see her. She was incredibly angry with God. She told me, “I have believed in God all my 

life. I have been a very hard worker for God. I have worked harder for God than a lot of Christians! Most 



Christians! And now God lets this happen to me?” Her attitude flowed from her answer to the question, 

“Who do you say I am?” For this woman Jesus was to be someone who responded to loyalty with 

loyalty. To her Jesus was someone who gave preferential help to his own. She couldn’t shake this 

answer to the question “who do you say I am?” and she remained angry with God the rest of her life. 

Our answers to this question can become expectations, and when those expectations aren’t met we can 

be left not only angry but also challenged by doubt. If Jesus doesn’t live up to our answers we can find 

ourselves drifting from faith.  

 

In our story from Mark, Peter’s answer really was profound. But it was a baseline answer…a 

foundational answer. You could also say it was a simple answer. “You are the Messiah.” You are the son 

of God, you are refreshing God’s kingdom, and that has implications for me. To go back to the first 

chapter of Mark and Jesus’ brief summary of his message: “The Kingdom of God draws near; repent, and 

believe in the good news.” In Jesus Christ the Kingdom of God was coming close, has come close…closer 

than it had ever come before. This is good news for us, because we become beneficiaries of God’s 

abundant grace. Good news indeed. And in response we are called to change: to live as citizens of this 

kingdom. I call this a baseline answer to the question “who do you say I am?” When we have answers to 

that question that get called into question…when we have answers that set up expectations that fail and 

disappoint…we can fall back on Peter’s baseline answer, regroup around it and use that place to reflect 

on our other answers that have been challenged or discounted. In other words we can say “Jesus may 

not be who I thought he was, but he is still the Son of God.” Holding firm to that baseline answer can 

give us a point of security and confidence as we adjust the rest of our answer to that question, “who do 

you say I am?” And making those adjustments every so often in our life helps us mature in faith.  

As we’ve already seen Peter’s simple four word answer to this question  had implications that were far 

from simple. If Jesus is the Messiah, then God exists, God’s kingdom has come near, and God would 

have us change in response. To put it a different way, if I believe that Jesus is the Messiah, then what 

does that mean for me: practically, day by day? What impact does that belief have on my life? If that 

gospel message is true and the kingdom of God has now come near in Jesus Christ, how should I then 

live? I think how we actually live may be the best indicator of how we individually, honestly answer the 

question “and who do you say I am?” The question is one we should reflect on periodically, to prompt 

our reflections on our life. To ask ourselves, how am I living out the implications of my belief about who 

Jesus is? I can think of no better way to consider our discipleship and how we can over our lifetime learn 

to walk more closely with him. 

 

Re-covenanting Sunday can be viewed as the first day back for kids going to church school. But we can 

make it more than that. “Re-covenanting” is to renew our relationship with God.  So here is my 

suggestion, homework if you will. In the coming days, ask yourself the question Jesus posed to his 

followers:  

 



1] “And who do you say I am?” Ask yourself: what is my real, honest answer to that question?  

 

And then ask a second question:  

 

2] Does the way I live my life reflect my answer to the question? How can I live my life to be a better 

answer to the question?  

 

If we take a little time to stop and observe our faith in this way, we can create moments that adjust our 

faith, and how we walk as Jesus’ disciples. 


